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Abstracts
Title of Research Paper: Research on the heavy lift transport, Strategy on
Jiangsu Fanzhou
Degree:

M.Sc.

With the policy of Reform and Open to the outside World developed deeply in
China，it is increasing continuously at both quantity and scope of various
projects particular at National key project all over the country involving the
Electrical Generation Project such as wind power installation in the coastal
area of Jiangsu; Power Generation project; Power Transmission project;
Nuclear Power Station; Hydraulic Electro generating and Coal Fired Power
Generating Project etc and Chemical and Metallurgical Project of the Ethylene
Project; Oil Refining project etc ． as well as the project of the Bridge
construction Work for 190M/2600T block structure integral erection ． is
scheduled and approved for implementation．These is a common feature
among the said projects that all the equipment installed at these projects，
whatever imported from oversea or manufactured by domestic，ate expensive
in cost and comprehensive in structure with a oversized dimension and high
precision in fabrication， normally the individual weight of equipment is
weighed over scores of tons even thousands，and most of them shall be
transported to the construction jobsite as per project schedule from workshop
or imported port by the sea transportation，So the high requirement of the
transportation technology and quality is strictly required ．The safety and
economic factories of these equipments transportation will concern with the
project construction progress of National Key Project and

healthy

development of National economic system ． Recently, the scope and
theoretical research of logistic business in China has gained rapid progress，
4

however, the research upon the oversized equipment transportation work still
lag behind．In my understanding on the concern，this article is prepared under
the principle of theory with real practice ，by the method of quantitative
analysis combining with qualitative analysis，standardized analysis combining
with practical analysis as well the logistic analysis and contrastive analysis
etc．Based on reviewed the development of oversized equipment transport in
the history, the article is composed in the analysis the advantage of oversized
equipment transport with our real national situation．Throughout the study in
the subject，we hope it Can make a contribution to the development of heavy
lift transportation at both theory and practice to provide a valuable reference
and results．The contents concerned in the article is consisted by the following
main issues：
(1)The present situation analysis both the domestic and oversea heavy lift
transportation marking，and discuss the heavy lift transportation development
details in our State.
(2)combining with the features of oversized equipment transport，it analysis
the oversized equipment transportation in China by the contrast analysis the
distinguish and relation between the oversized equipment with common cargo
under our national situation．
(3)The contrastive analysis among the different possible transport way for the
oversized equipment．
(4)The relative issue research concerned

with oversized equipment

transportation.

KEY WORDS： Heavy Lift Transportation, Project Logistics, Feature of Heavy
Lift Transportation
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background for Fanzhou
Back in the late 1990’s when the container and the pallet were the most
remarkable innovations and developing in Chinese ocean transportation
Fanzhou's founding father had a more insightful vision. He cut off his
container business and focuses on handle those pieces which did not fit into a
container or on a pallet.
Until that time, heavy lift cargo in china was unknown market and only few
foreign companies operate in very high freight rate. Fanzhou founder had a
view of the opportunity to address a virtually untapped and emerging market
and this vision led him to focus on the needs of the heavy lift transport
industry.
Almost decade passed, Fanzhou become biggest Private enterprise in this
market only behind few giant state own enterprise in China; and the people’s
who purchase the container business have suffer great impact in the 2008
finance crisis and wipe out from the market.
Today the mainly specializes of Jiangsu Fanzhou Shipping Co., Ltd is heavy
lift, transport of ocean engineering and offshore, dispatching of engineering
ship, loading/unloading, and storage in docks. The core business is including:
heavy lift transport, dispatching of engineering ship, and Marine engineering
construction. They have operational experiences and good achievements for
more than ten years in the heavy-lift industry. The outstanding achievement is
including: 1. transport of extra large chemical equipments for China National
Offshore Oil Engineering CO., LTD. from Nanjing to Hainan, Here the
equipment is indicated to the chemical tank which have 91.5 meters LOA, 26
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meters width, and 980 Tons weight. 2. Towing of oil platforms to south sea,
transport of heavy transformers from Shanghai to Zhejiang Qinshan Nuclear
Power Station. 3. Transport the construction of bridge boards of Chongqi
Bridge and Donghai Bridge. Furthermore, the company carried dozens of
bridge cranes, door cranes, ship-discharge cranes and gantry cranes to
various seaports all over the Asia. As an extension of transport service,
Fanzhou also carry on the sea fasten of heavy lift, hoisting, rolling and
commissioning of port equipments as well as sealing and reinforcement of
engineering shipping.
During recent years, the company has developing in offshore industry. Using
ABC analysis, focus on the key business, for example transport of jackets,
modules, pipelines for Bohai oilfields. Especially, the company has aplenty
experiences on RO-RO loading method and Door-to-Door service since 2006.
At present, their fleet has reaches to 15 ships. At present, there are other
three vessel is in the building phase when other company have try to shrink
their fleet teams.
However, although the company is goes smoothly and profitable, there are
some argument still exist in the company and influence to the future direction
of company. At present, most of the fleet in the company is the tugs, the
company have own 8 tugs plus two tugs is in build, the main operation of the
tug vessel is two part, one towing with unpowered vessels such as floating
crane, dredge. And tug can also coordinate with barges to service at heavy lift
transport such as Crane transportation, ship block transportation etc. However,
after 2008, the numbers of self-propeller barge have been increased in the
market, and this kind barge seems to build bigger and bigger, right now the
particular is close to the particular of unpowered barge which means the clear
deck area is close to 110M length and 32 widths. And there are some
13

company is already starting to build more large vessels. Because of this
reason that the company’s market share have been affect by this vessel,
because in before there are no such particular self-propeller barge exist in
China. In order to change the situation and optimize the fleet team, the
company is plan to build or purchase one self-propeller barge in this particular.
However, some manager is arguing that this kind of vessel is not very
comparative in coast transportation plus the cost is too high and invest return
is too longer than tug and barge operation. In the behind this article, we will
analysis these two kinds of transportation method and determine which one is
better.

1.2 Background of market
After 2008 crisis, the ship industry face the great recession since 1930’s, the
lower freight rate and higher bunker price have dried up profit ratio from most
shipping company. Some companies have suffer even bigger lose because
the careless invest in FFA market such as CSOCO. It is all because the great
picture of the shipping cycle. Reference to below BDI index, shipping industry
has flux and reflux over and over just like the tide comes and goes. However,
shipping company is always find ways to reduce the effect when market goes
down, or rely on the horizontal diversification strategies to merge to others
industry, unfortunately, because the assets of most shipping companies is the
vessel itself, which means to enter other industry except the shipping will
need large assets investment and renewal, that is the reasons that most
shipping companies is chosen to invest to ports or terminals or FFA market to
reduce their operation risk. Yet this time recession have been prove that these
markets are not relying complementary market as people wanted. Especially
in FFA market, in reality that the FFA should be perfect complementary market
14

against the actual shipping market. However, human’s greed nature have turn
this market from an investment market to the manipulate market, just like the
reason for this crisis happened, hot money withdraw from the industry market
and comes to finance market cause it seems to be more profit, then the
economic bubbles comes to bigger and final burst because no matter how the
much GDP will general in Financial or Banking system, the industry is the
foundation of every economic system. More money comes to Financial or
Banking market means lesser money will invest to industry market. If the
economics system GDP is much comes from the financial market and without
industry support, in other words, bubbly comers.

Figure 1-BDI from 1984 to 2012
Source: www.tradewinds.no/

Market effort also plays an important role of divided companies to different
path. This article aim to unfold the mystical development for heavy lift
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transport in biggest recession time since 1930’s when every others shipping
market have been suffer great loses; and in follow chapter we will use AHP to
analysis in different types of vessels. Which means to invest in this particular
market, which types of vessel is the best option to build in order to get better
profitability.
The shipping industry is considered to be capital-intensive, displaying a high
debt ratio, high financial risks and unstable income. Moreover, it is also
affected by oil price and exchange rate. For the above mentioned reasons,
the debt paying ability of shipping companies’ represents an important
standard for investors, especially during the period of economic crisis (Lin et
al., 2010).
The steadily increasing low-cost manufacturing capability of the Far East
countries during the period of 2005-8, consequently led to a significant
increase in demand for ocean transport, with shipping rates reaching
significantly high levels (Bradley et al., 2009). The current global financial
crisis triggered a plunge in international trade that has affected the demand
for containerized transportation, finally leading to charter rate reduction.
Moreover, the volatility of the Euro/US dollar exchange rate had as a
consequence the agreement on long term charters using a combination of
currencies. The volume of containerized cargo was also affected by the
substantial reduction in bulk carrier rates that resulted in a partial shift of cargo
back to the bulk carriage (Alphaliner, 2009).
Consequently, freight rates in the containerized business have significantly
declined, with the 60% decline in the Europe-Asia lane, between 2008 and
2009 being a prominent example (Alphaliner, 2009). In the Asia- Europe
segment, the rate decline was incremental after the first quarter of 2008. In
both the Transpacific (US-Asia WB and Asia/ US EB) and the Transatlantic
16

(Eur-US WB and US/ Eur EB) routes the rate reduction was radical after the
fourth quarter of 2008 (Containerization International – accessed 5 June
2010). The econometric model proposed by Luo et al. (2009) suggests that
the freight rate reductions will continue until 2010 and then increase gradually
till 2013. Besides the freight rate reductions, parts of both existing and new
services have been either postponed or withdrawn (i.e. Navibulgar, closed its
Europe-Black Sea network (Alphaliner, 2009), due to the fall of respective
traffic volumes.
Further to changes in sailing schedules and routings, the idleness of vessels
(usually the small and less profitable ones) at ports’ anchors in the absence of
charters or cargo, represents an additional feature of this period (Floer and
Coutts,2009; Slack, 2010).

1.3. Research Purpose
Shipping companies are eager to find the way to replacement the old method.
Heavy-lift transportation which as the member of the whole shipping industry
has gains more attention from the shipping companies. So far, the CSOCO
logistics and Maersk logistics have draw special attention in this market,
CSOCO have build two new special design vessels to service only for the
heavy-lift market in this ―difficult‖ time. And Maersk have established Maersk
liner special equipment group to use special design container to solve their
customer problem in heavy lift transport.
This article will use the example of Fanzhou company and aim to explain the
key components to reform the heavy-lift transportation, unfold the feature
which result this market have suffer lesser impact from the industry recession
and provide the economic analysis for different types of vessel in this industry
17

and give the suggestion to the company which is optimal way to select the
vessel.
So the objectives of the research are:
● Find the key components in heavy lift transportation system;
● Cross analysis both heavy-lift transport and the recession, try to have a
conclusion that why heavy-lift transport have suffer lesser in this recession;
● Compare with three companies type which respectively from heavy-lift,
container, bulk market in order to provide the heavy lift is better investment
orientation at current market situation;
● Use the AHP model to cross analysis different types of vessel in order to
get the optimal results.

1.4 Methodology
1.4.1 Selection of research method
The qualitative research method is chosen to study the questions as below.
This article is prepared under the principle of theory with real practice，by the
method of quantitative analysis combining with q ualitative analysis ，
standardized analysis combining with practical analysis as well the logistic
analysis and contrastive analysis etc．Based on reviewed the development of
heavy lift equipment transport in the history, the article is composed in the
analysis the advantage of heavy lift equipment transport with our real national
situation．Throughout the study in the subject，we hope it Can make a
contribution to the development of Heavy lift equipment logistic at both theory
and practice to provide a valuable reference and results．
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1.4.2 Data collection and proposed analysis method
Based on the characteristics of large logistics and related issues, the paper
attempts to combine the characteristics of large logistics with the development
of the theory of modern logistics under the support of China's large logistics
and discuss some key issues in the large logistics to provide a reference for
the theoretical development of China's large logistics.
Characteristics of heavy lift transportation and related issues have important
theoretical significance in logistics research. Domestic scholars conducted
studies on the logistics of structural adjustment and regional policy, the
construction of the logistics market system, the circulation system, logistics
modernization and sustainable development and provide a theoretical basis
for the study of China's logistics. Studies on heavy lift transportation are quite
poor, especially the comparison with other logistics method research. Due to
heavy lift transportation is unique, heavy lift transportation research is difficult,
affecting the development of heavy lift transportation theory. This paper
describes the meaning of heavy lift transportation and sums up by comparing
the characteristics of heavy lift transportation considering China's large
number of key issues, such as the program choice of transport routes,
transport reliability, and stability. Through issues discussed, the thesis
enriches the development of modern logistics theory in the special logistics
and regional logistics, and provides a reference for the development of the
theory of China's large logistics.

1.5 Outline of the Paper
Chapter 2, literature review,
Which we will review the concept of logistics and distinguish with project
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logistics then explain the difference of heavy lift transport against the rest of
transportation method. Furthermore, because the heavy lift transport is growth
so quickly that the forward definition is not suit for the current situation; we will
try to make the new definition of hea vy lift transportation.
Chapter 3, the details of heavy lift transport,
Explain the details in heavy lift transportation, introduce the procedure pattern
of the heavy lift transport and point out the strategic point of the procedure in
order to diversity the heavy lift and other transportation method, then get the
conclusion of the reason of why the Fanzhou is still profitably in this different
market situation.
Chapter 4, economic analysis for the investment of tug plus barge transport
method against the self-propeller barge transport method, and get the result
of which type of vessel should be build in future construction plan.
Chapter 5, makes the conclusion.

Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Increased

horizontal

and

vertical

integration

is

occurring

amongst

organizations involved in the international logistics of manufactured goods.
The development of supply-chain management practices is evidence of the
greater integration in the structure and practices of shippers. The global
alliances among shipping lines, the growth of container terminal management
companies with global operations and the increase of logistical service
offerings by transport companies are evidence of the increased integration
amongst suppliers of logistics services.
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The level of integration is such that the demarcation between previously
separate markets for logistics services is now blurred. For example, the value
of treating shipping as a separate market has been eroded by the expansion
of shipping companies into port-terminal management and into logistics
service offerings. At the same time, organizations with expertise in container
terminal management have been able to enlarge their roles in logistics
services by managing terminals in different ports and by participating i n the
integration of ports with inland transport services. These and related
developments in market structure within which international shipping and
other logistics services are provided raise serious strategic questions for port
authorities.
With the development of economy and technology, the technique and the
organization form of logistics are changing and the function of logistics are
enhancing. Nowadays, the logistics is a new industry and grows within the
world. Logistics are being treated as the main part of the country’s economy
and the basis of the industry. Its development plays an important role in the
efficiency and the economical gains and also in people’s everyday life. At the
same time, logistics are the sign to recognize the modernization and the
country’s power. Therefore, to promote the logistics is the main subject for all
countries with the development of the logistics technique and the managing
standards.
With the continuous development of the logistics industry, the concept of
logistics has been improved definitely and spawned many new concepts,
such as: third party logistics, green logistics, agricultural logistics, dangerous
goods logistics, waste logistics, among which is the heavy lift transportation.
Large logistics begin to develop late and has caused the attention of the
logistics industry. However, there is no precise and definite definition. Based
21

on modern logistics theory, we can define heavy lift transportation as: heavy
lift transportation including transportation, storage, loading, unloading,
handling, and packaging of a series of related activities. Heavy lift
transportation is centered on bulky equipment involving a range of motion
matters,

including

process

and

relevant

technical information

and

organization, logistics management activities. The heavy lift transportation is
related to the transportation of equipment, storage, packing, loading and
unloading a series of links, and information management, and to realize the
value and the arranging goals in the process of logistics.

2.2 The development of logistics in China
The concept of logistics appeared in United States and was referred as
Physical Distribution (PD) which was translated into Chinese with "physical
distribution" or "distribution of goods".

In 1935, American Marketing

Association proposed the concept of "physical distribution" which referred to
the sales of material and services in the process from production sites to
consumption places associated with various economic activities. In 1963, the
concept of logistics was introduced to Japan and then logistics is understood
as ―storage, transportation, handling, packaging, and processing, as well as
the back-up information in the transit of production to consumption which
played a role as a bridge in the process‖.
China began to know the concept of logistics in 1980s and the word was
called as logistics which replaced the old definition. The logistic terms by
China defined that ―the transit of goods from the supply chain to the receiving
place which combines the transportation, storage, handling, transportation,
packaging, distribution processing, with information processing and other
22

basic functions.‖

2.3 The development of project logistics in China
Project logistics is the logistics service which main service the object of
logistics activity, project usual means use certain resources combination to
achieve a certain goal. Projects often only do it once, usually don't repeat.
Project logistics including project logistics, Usual it is common appear in
infrastructure construction such as bridge construction, large Chemical Park
or power station construction. Hence, the project is a unique effort, and should
be accomplished in a limited amount of time period, cost and expense, human
resources is always have prior budget to referred within the parameters.
Different project logistics in operation technology, mode and organization and
so on each are not identical. Despite the geography and astronomy difference,
even in the same project, management and operation process always has
some particularity requirement, which need to be special treatment.
For example, in bridge construction project, the tide and channel condition
have been play very important role in the project investigate, sometimes in the
shallow water work the different tide condition will result totally difficult time
schedule and equipment require. When I was participated Chongqi bridge
construction, the bridge which connected the Qidong and Shanghai
Chongming, we have chosen two ways of methodology of construc tion
because the tide affect. In near shore we chose the common way to
construction however because the near shore in shallow water, some place
the depth is lesser 2M, in this kind shallow water area normal construct vessel
can’t approach the working area, usual require dredger to clean this area to
reach a better depth. However, dredger is both time consuming and budget
overwhelmed. In view of the above situation, we choose converted a small
23

barge with truck crane as the floating crane and a mooring craft convert
certain crane to help broke down positioning, to satisfy the depth of water.
Even in this way the operation also lend a hand from the tide, which means
there are only few hours which can operate in one day.
However, for the middle section construction tide will do no help but headache
for the constructor because installation of bridge block need put one 110M
barge stretch across the channel, and bridge is build in the branching channel
of Yangzi River, during tide time, the flow velocity can reach maximum 6 KN,
which means when draught close to 2.5M, it will produce 41.4Tons push
power against the vessel. In order to neutralization this 41.4T push power; it
will need barge to set eight 20T anchorages in the ground and assistance by
two 4000HP ASD tug.
In the views of above example, it is clear that every project logistics are the
unique case which need be treat specialization by profession hands. We can
conclude that projects logistics has the following features:
1 Project logistics aim to service particular project, the project ended, project
logistics also has come to an end;
2 Project logistics activities for a one-time activity, repeatability less;
3 project logistics has particularity requires, often need special vessels and
equipments to fulfilled logistics activities.
The above is the three main characteristics of project logistics; here is the
distinction between project logistics and logistics project. Project logistics is a
model of logistics, not the items which beyond the logistics services.
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2.4 The backgrounds of heavy lift transportation and the recent
development
Heavy lift transportation is a branch market of shipping industry and it is also
an unpopular market despite of entrance barrier and market size. Normally I
would classified as the branch of project logistics because they are sharing a
lot of commons points which I would unfold it in below. James (James, 2003)
said that the so-called heavy lift transportation refers to equipment which is
more than the ordinary size and weight. Dimensions: Length more than 14
meters or more than 3.5 meters in width or 3 meters above ordinary cargo in
height; monomer weight of more than 20 tons of goods or non-disintegration
of the group (bundles of) goods. In the existing supply market, large logistics
cargo type is relatively fixed. Large logistics objects are generator stator, rotor,
boiler steam drum, water wall, deaerator tank, the board beams, etc., up and
down the rack, spindle, ring, guide apparatus, gate hoist the main transformer,
and chemical reaction and some commonly used military equipment such as
fighter aircraft parts. (David J Closs, 2003). However, right now this definition
is seemed little out of date. This definition in my views is only the divided
heavy-lift and container because normal 40 feet container box particular is
12.192*2.438*2.896 meters. However in my opinion, the differentia only target
to the container is not enough, although heavy-lift is part of bulk goods but it
should clear the different from the rest break bulks. In sea transportation, the
differentia divided the heavy lift transportation and other transportation
method is the carrier. The carrier reference in here is the deck carrier and bulk
carrier, unlike the break bulk carrier who will store cargoes in the cabins. The
deck carrier will prefer store cargoes on the deck. Because of this action the
risk level rise significant higher compare to the break bulk transport. The
25

reason is as below: in break bulk, cargoes are in the cabins and cover with
steel made hatch covers. The cargoes are water proof and well protected in
steel box. In sailing this covers must 100% be sure to close that is the
common rule to operate bulk carrier. Access doors and access hatch covers
normally closed at sea, intended to ensure the wate rtight integrity of internal
openings, are to be provided with means of indication locally and on the
bridge showing whether these doors or hatch covers are open or closed. A
notice is to be affixed to each such door or hatch cover to the effect that it is
not to be left open. The use of such doors and hatch covers is to be
authorised by the officer of the watch. (Ref. SOLAS Ch. II-1, Part B-1, Reg.
25-9) On another hand, the heavy-lift cargo is exposing to water and
uncovered by the bad weather. Which means the heavy-lift transportation is
more restricted by the external force such as weather condition and tide
condition. Plus, the freight rate for deck carrier is also much higher than the
bulk carrier, because for deck carrier it is very hard to find back goods which
make deck carrier will charge more at De/Demo fees and the speed for deck
carrier is very slow which is only around 10KN restrict by the safety
precautions. Hence the freight rate for hire a deck carrier is usual double
sometimes triple times compare with bulk carrier.
In 2008 a German scholar Pieper, Marcus has made another definition of
heavy lift transport: The transportation, handling and installation of heavy
items which are indivisible, and of weights generally accepted to be in the
range of 1 ton to over 1000 tons and of widths/heights of more than 100
meters that are too large to fit into normal containers or onto conventional
transporters. These oversized items are transported from one place to
another (sometimes across country borders) then lifted or installed into place.
Characteristic for heavy lift goods is the absence of standardization which
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requires an individual transport planning. This definition is share the same
view of mine, to define which it is heavy lift transport or not, it is not the size of
cargo, it is carrier itself. The cargoes can’t fit into normal containers or onto
conventional transporters which require an individual transport planning we
can define it is the heavy lift cargo.
Heavy lift transportation develops under the needs of the market with the
deepening of the reform. It is increasing continuously at both quantity and
scope of various projects particular at National key project all over the country
involving the transportation of oil field jacket, the transpor tation of drilling
platforms, large-scale chemical equipment, large ships blocks and modules,
bridge module, wind power module, port large -scale machinery and
equipment of RTG, of RMG, the STS and other. The safety and economic
factories of these equipments transportation will concern with the project
construction progress of National Key Project and healthy development of
National economic system．Recently, the scope and theoretical research of
logistic business in China has gained rapid progress. To deliver the equipment
to the users, proper transportation is very important. A fast, flexible, safe,
convenient, and cost spent in the transportation should be taken in to
consideration. Therefore, in order to adapt to the needs of the heavy lift
equipment, new requirements for logistics must be used. The heavy lift
transportation is a new logistics sector in the field of logistics.

2.5 Summary
To sum up, in this part, we reviewed several research papers and try to make
definition of heavy lift transport base on the trait of heavy lift transport. It is
difficult because characteristic for heavy lift goods is the absence of
standardization. However, it is just like the project logistics which need special
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treatment of every single voyage; hence the definition of heavy lift transport
should have basic 2 rules: 1. the cargoes can’t fit into normal containers or
onto conventional transporters. 2. Individual transport planning is needed.

Chapter 3 the details of heavy lift transport
In the chapter 2, we have unfold the traits of the heavy lift which is first the
cargoes can’t fit into normal containers or onto conventional transporters;
second Individual transport planning is needed.
Base on these two traits is still in the mystical why the heavy lift suffers lesser
impact than any other shipping industry.
The reason for this question is in this chapter, because these two traits that
heavy lift have developed unique procedure dividend them from other
shipping transportation. The difference is covered all aspect of heavy lift
transport such as planning part, loading/unloading part, and transport part. In
this chapter we will deeply analysis the procedure of heavy lift transport and
unfold the reason of why this market is suffer less impact in the recession.

3.1 During the downturn
After 2008 financial crisis, the ship industry face the great recession since
1930’s, the lower freight rate and higher bunker price have dried up profit ratio
from most shipping company, however the recession have lagged to late of
2008 until now the shipping industry seems still far away from the recovery.
Appendix one and appendix two have data for recent 3 years time charter
price (break-bulk) and bunk price. After contrast data it clears from 2010 to
2011, the freight rate is rapid decline about 40%, meanwhile the bunker price
is increase about 30%. Plus data are shown approve of idea of Mr. Chang
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Yung-fa who is the founder and Group Chairman of the Evergreen Group. In
appendix Ⅰ is shown the Handyman type of vessel have shown lesser
impact by the shipping recession. Compare to 2010 the highest freight rate for
time charter have decline 39.29% and the lowest freight rate for time charter
have decline 26.67%. And Capesize vessels have decline 46.15% and
55.21% respectively. Although it is against the economic scale effect of the
shipping, however it seems smaller vessel which around 53000~75000DWT
do have better survive ability in the recession compare to Capesize or even
bigger size vessel. Which connect to the recently Maersk’s triple E class
vessel, until now Evergreen is not announce that they have plan to build the
similar vessels. And from there financial report their net income is $ 1,387,949
thousand New Taiwan Dollar from June 30 th 2011, which is quite impressive,
because most shipping line have suffered a great lost in this year, even
Maersk have announce that they have suffer great lost around USD $ 483
million in the same time. From this data maybe Mr. Chang Yung-fa is right
which vessel should build too bigger to service. However I would take no
further step of this argument.
Back to heavy lift transport, the heavy lift companies have pretty good time
when the recession comes. In appendix Ⅲ, CCCC have remarkable growth
in fiscal year 2011/12. Instead of suffer loss in the recession like other
companies, CCCC have doing steady-state growth from 2009 until now.
Another good example is the Sinotrans Ltd. In fiscal year 2011/12, Sinotrans
have profit around RMB ￥792 millions which compare to fiscal year 2009/06,
the company’s profitability is only RMB ￥294 millions. The reason these two
companies have been chosen is because the CCCC is the largest Mainland
China's infrastructure government-owned enterprise company listed in Hong
Kong Stock Exchange Market. The group is engaged in the construction and
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design

of

the

transportation infrastructure dredging and port machinery

manufacturing business. It is the largest port construction and Design
Company in China, the largest dredging company in China and the third
largest in the world. This company is typical project Logistics Company and
deeply involved in heavy lift transport because it is the largest construction
company on both port and bridge. Right now the China’s largest bridge build
project which is also the World’s biggest bridge build project the Hong
Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge is been lump sum hand in the CCCC group. And
Sinotrans project logistics is China largest large scale equipment Logistics
Company, who is main provide logistics for mining equipment, C hem ical
equipment for Chinese state owner Groups for both Coastal and ocean
transportation. Sinotrans is also praise by clients by their outstanding perform ance
performance of lump cum and multimodal transport, because Sinotrans

capability to provide both truck and rail and shipping logistics service for their
customers which is very rare in the company can do them both. Their
achievement is both include mining equipment transportation to the Australia,
and the chemical equipment transportation to Ningbo.
In order to back up my theory in more details, I would also like to introduce the
CSOCS example, we both known that in 2011 the COSCO have suffer great
losses ever. Captain Wei jiafu, who is Chairman of the Board and Secretary of
Party Committee of COSCO group have saying that ―2011 is disappointing
year, supply and demand imbalance, excess capacity, higher cost, and
industry losses.‖ This sentence now is portraiture of many shipping
companies. In the China COSCO 2011 annual report which public in March
30th 2012, Company annual income is RMB ￥ 68.9 billion Yuan, which
reduce 14.5% compare a year earlier, the net profit attributable to the parent
company is RMB￥-10.45 billion Yuan, and the same period last year net
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profit is RMB￥ 6.77 billion Yuan. And the Annual report also shows that two
core business of the company which is container and dry bulk have suffer
losses over RMB ￥6 billion respectively. Meanwhile the CSOCO shipping
has announce their annual report in April 5th 2012. Although the company
income rose by 17% reach to RMB ￥5.16 billion Yuan, but attributable to the
parent company net profit is reduce 55% drop to RMB ￥150 million Yuan
compare to same period last year. Despite of the net profit reduce is mainly
cause by the market recession, however, it is also the few substitute company
who is still profitable in COSCO group. Appendix Ⅳ have shown the profit
and losses sheet for China COSCO and COSCO shipping, the COSCO
shipping’s performance is much better than parent company. And it owns and
operates 89 ships including

heavy lift, semi-submersible, ro-ro/lo-lo,

multi-purpose, general cargo ships and pure car carriers, totaling over
1,400,000 DWT. From the figure below we can easily find that heavy lift is
one of the big reasons that COSCO can security the profit from the great
recession. Plus, the multi-purpose and semi-submersible is mainly used in the
project logistics but also can account in the heavy lift action later I will explain
the reason.
Table 1-Component of COSCO shipping profit

Component of COSCO shipping profit
Unit: Thousand RMB
Vessel
multi-purpose

Time:End of 2011
Sales revenue
¥2,653,295.0

Year-on-year growth

Ratio

Profit

2.32% 51.39% ¥220,592.9

general cargo ships

¥708,087.4

35.82% 13.71%

¥9,836.5

pure car carriers

¥559,389.2

142.75% 10.83%

¥60,489.6

heavy lift

¥526,725.4

36.35% 10.20%

¥65,475.5
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semi-submersible

¥324,999.0

46.34%

6.29%

¥26,288.5

other vessel

¥291,803.7

-

5.65%

¥-55,453.1

¥98,759.6

-52.18%

1.91%

¥-33,850.1

ro-ro/lo-lo

Source: Huatai securities Cop.

Hence we can get the conclusion that heavy lift transportation does have less
impact in the Shipping recession, when container and dry bulk have facing the
great losses; the heavy lift is method to security you profit.
Here I will give explain that transportation method of heavy lift transportation
to unfold the reason why it can still profit when shipping industry meeting the
downturn.

3.2 The newly transportation pattern
In modern logistics, heavy lift transportation, as the most advanced tools,
accelerates the turnover of goods in a global scale, and also accelerates the
worldwide industrial restructuring. The interaction of the container and global
economic integration speed ups the efficiency of the logistics with scale and
promote international trade and the world economy. Heavy lift transportation
promotes the flow of Chinese-made products in a global scale and make
China's export-oriented economics succeed; therefore accelerate the transfer
of industry to China and its gathering speed. Therefore, the heavy lift
transportation can be seen as the driving force of China's high economic
development. Future, along with the trend of improving globalization and
people's quality of life, containerized will continue to further change the world.
In the field of transportation, heavy lift transport plays an increasingly
important role. Cargo containers are not only a trend and furthermore are the
mainstream of the transport industry. China's port container throughput
reached 93.61 million TEU in 2006 and the growth rate reached 23.8%. Port
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container throughput of the Yangtze River Delta region accounted for the
national proportion of 36.0%. Yangtze River Delta Port container transport
plays a very important role in the national port transportation system. The
development of container transport somehow reflects the development of
heavy lift transportation for heavy lift transportation needs containers
transportation in some way.
The so-called container logistics realize the heavy lift transportation through
container handling, storage, demolition and packaging, transportation, and
custody coherent with the entire logistics activities. The great advantage of
the heavy lift transportation is effective convergence of different means of
transport and makes the formation of "multimodal transport" in order to
achieve a "door to door‖ logistics services. With the increasing complexity of
international multimodal transport and integrated transport chain, the port as
an integrated logistics and global transportation network node plays an
important role as a unique advantage of the container logistics.
However the most essential things for heavy lift transportation is not
transportation itself, it is the transportation plan which need cover all the
aspect of the transportation, to made this plan the operator need fully
knowledge about this project, because characteristic for heavy lift goods is the
absence of standardization which requires an individual transport planning.
The plan need cover every aspect for the project such as: Construction
preparation; decide that assemble and unassembled method and equipment;
choose the transport vessel; decide the schedule for whole voyage base on
the weather condition and port condition; and point out the contactor for every
company which involved in this project; the emergence plan for precaution etc.
The transport way is essential of why heavy lift is different from all the other
transportations. Here is I make the bird view for the whole transportation.
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3.2.1 the assemble and unassembled progress
Unlike the other shipping industry, for heavy lift transportation, sometime the
transportation is the easier part for the operation, in the most of time for this
transportation, how to get the cargoes onboard the vessel is always get
headache for operators. In the definition part the article shows that the heavy
lift cargoes do not have standardized form. And the method to load and
unload them is vast. The major way in here are hoist operation and Ro/Ro
operation which base on the cargoes particular and the condition in the port of
loading or discharging. The port facility sometime is play important roles in
here, because to lift the bigger structure like this it is need consideration the
lifting altitude and lifting power. However, heavy lift is service for project
logistics, and project logistics most time means the construction operation, the
cargoes for those operation is too big to transport in inland such as road or
railway. Plus their lots of chance that the project itself is build the port in
somewhere or transport the port facility such as RTG, RMG, and STS etc.
Hence in most of time the heavy lift transportation is facing another big
problem which is the discharge port is not actual port which means no port
facility to do hoist operation, lack of port information such as hydrographic
chart, tide information, channel information.
Hence, in heavy lift transportation the preparation is very important, when the
port is unknown the company need send the senior officer to investigate the
port to get the information by them. And this progress cannot trust the local
ship agent or most of third parties agent because they are lack of knowledge
of heavy lift operation. There is a very famous example in the industry, in 2005,
the ZPMC, the biggest Crane maker and transporter in the world which now
are Substitute Company of CCCC groups, have make the voyage for bridge
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cranes to south American, the discharge port is a new port in south American,
the information come from the local agent show that the port is the seaport,
hence ZPMC haven’t do the further investigate by themselves and trust the
agent words, when the ship load the Crane comes to shore, it appears that
the port is not exactly seaport like the agent said, it is lies on the estuary which
have several nautical mile from the entrance. The bad news is the channel of
river is not made for the semi-submergible barge like ZPMC used, and the
contract is CIF to deliver the cranes to port. The crane and vessel are both
belong to ZPMC groups. Hence ZPMC have no choose to wait at berth until
the dredge clear the channel to the certain draft. And this dig deep waterway
operation has cost nearly half year. The ZPMC have suffer great loses in this
contract just because no doing investigate in forward. Hence the preparation
step is both important and necessary.
After investigation, the loading method and loading equipment should be
decided. And this decision should have certain affect for later operation. At
first I will introduce the hoist operation.
In hoist operation, first thing need be attention is the equipment selection for
operation base on the cargoes. Like I have introduce before port crane usually
not the option to unload, even the port is a well equipped in most case it still
cannot fit for the heavy lift require due to the weight and size of heavy lift
cargoes, hence there are some particular vessel is made only for this action,
the kind vessel is called the heavy lift vessel, it is like other dry bulk vessel
with crane except the crane is larger and bigger and the cabin and hatch
cover has been replaced by the reinforced deck. This vessel is general used
in European. Because the cost of construction is extremely high refer to the
crane cost, the biggest crane on the vessel right now are reach 2000T lifting
power which is several times for the regular port crane. However, in China the
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floating crane is commonly used in the mission, there are certain good aspect
of floating crane is the after the cargoes is off board from the vessel, the
floating crane can stay at work site or storage yard to help assembling the
cargoes. Floating crane is also often found in the project logistics. The
disadvantage for floating crane operation is the Mo/Demo fee and channel
condition, the floating crane operation need certain area for activity.
However, the hoist operation still has the disadvantage in some aspect such
as the cargoes need be split to small structure in order to hoist on/off, if the
cargoes size is too big to lift; the total cost for the hoist operation is relatively
higher and so on. In order to optimize the operation, the Ro/Ro operation has
been favor by many customers.
Ro/Ro operation here is not like Ro/Ro operation used in the car transport, it
is more complex operation which need more calculation and ordered layout.
Ro/Ro also have several options: first Ro/Ro by railway, which means
embedded railway on both vessel and berth, and use winch to produce the
pulling power to drag the cargoes to the assigned address and meanwhile the
vessel’s ballast system need pump in or pump out water in certain ship block
to keep the vessel balance. Second Ro/Ro by hydraulic flat cars, it is
commonly used in transport the longer structure such as ship assemble,
bridge block, chemical tank. Third Ro/Ro by themselves, some equipment like
RTG have tires can mobilize by themselves. In Ro/Ro operation, the carrier
need be carefully chosen, because first, the ballast capacity need be
consideration to keep the both vessel and cargoes in safe position during the
loading/unloading procedure. Seco nd, the depth of vessel need be compare
with both side of berth, in Ro/Ro the vessel should keep the high position than
the berth in the procedure because if the vessel is higher, the vessel can
ballast water in to reduce the deck level equal to the berth level, however if
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the berth is higher than vessel, the only way to make berth and vessel
equalize is boost the railway which means the more cost despite of the
railway need special construction. Third, the sea fasten requirement and
difficult is much higher than the hoist operation because the structure scale is
become bigger in Ro/Ro. Forth, Ro/Ro operation means need the no obstacle
on the way of Ro/Ro, however most vessel is have mooring piles or funnel
base or winch on both side which can be treat as the obstacle, hence to select
the way to roll the cargoes onboard is need carful calculation and design plus
when cargoes are extremely heavy the deck which the cargoes will pass need
be reinforced. The usually pass for Ro/Ro operation will choose either
portside or stern (heavy-lift vessel usual put navigation bridge in bow). Even
the same cargoes the method and position of roll on the vessel need be
individual planning, because the way roll on the vessel is also the way roll off
the cargoes. Ro/Ro operation advantage compare with the hoist operation is
the cost, instead of use geared-vessel or rent the suitable equipment such as
floating crane, the Ro/Ro operation need only the vessel itself no matter the
vessel is geared or not. Another advantage for the Ro /Ro operation is in
Ro/Ro the loading/unloading do not limited by the hoist equipment, the
cargoes is transport in the actual features, after the cargoes roll off the ship, it
will safe time to assemble the cargoes cause the cargoes is transport in one
piece. It is more obvious in the crane transportation. In crane transportation,
because the crane’s height, the hoist need split the crane to small parts in
order to easier hoist. However when the crane reach the destination it need
another operation to assemble them. In the Ro/Ro operation the crane goes in
one piece and arrival in one piece, and after small time adjustment, the crane
can be put into service which will save the buyer’s time. However the
disadvantage is the task difficulty and preparation is much complex than hoist
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operation which need done by the professional hands and the limitation of
external condition such as the wharf height, ship depth, tide height etc.
3.2.2 The voyage period
Considering the particularity of the heavy lift transportation the vessel speed
usual not be specify in the contract because this kind cargoes not like other
cargoes is store in the cabin, heavy lift cargo is on the deck, and usual the
height of this cargo is extremely height which make the stability of cargoes is
not good. Plus the some structure is not only height but also catch the wind
because the square shape. Normally, instead of the pursue speed, the third
party survey or society survey will order the ship do not go too fast, in most
case the speed is limit at 10~14 kn. For the tug and barge operation the limit
is only 6 kn. The safety is first priority aspect of all operation, sometimes in the
emergence plan the vessel have been ordered to find the safe anchorage
under strong breeze. The wind effect on the heavy lift transport is so strong
even the short-term gusts some time are problem maker to ruin all efforts. The
situation usual happened when ship in the loading or discharging procedure,
at that time the crews use to lower their guard and make ship or cargoes in
dangerous and this kind short term gusts is unable to predict under current
technology. There are an example to help better understanding of the wind
effects in 2005 Jiangsu Fanzhou shipping have delivery four bridge-type grab
ship unloader to Ninghai port Zhejiang Province, China. After the vessel berth
at discharge port and start discharge procedure, the ship is encountered
strong convective weather attacks, it lead to all the mooring ropes are break
down and vessel losing control starting drift, ca use the No. 3 ship unloader
which in the discharge steps have collided on the No.4 ship unloader which is
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already on the wharf, and lead to the No. 3 machine badly damaged and No.4
machine fall into the sea. The losses in this accident are nearly RMB 60
million Yuan. This example proves that heavy lift transportation is relating high
risk market than the other shipping industry. Even the shipper is doing nothing
wrong, a wind can cause all efforts become bubble. That is why in the heavy
lift transport the ―Heavycon‖ contract is special made by BIMCO group for this
market.
During the period of ship on sail, the channel limitation also needs be treat
carefully. In heavy lift because the cargoes are not in ordinary size, the over
height or over length or over width have limit the through rate, some time a
bridge, a electric cable, small turn radius angle can made the heavy lift
transportation become impossible. The limitations have taking more influence
to the Ro/Ro operation. For example, in the bridge crane transportation the
assembled crane is usual have 40~50 meters height which plus the depth of
vessel the total height will around 60 meters, when the vessel is coming to
river and need to go through the bridge, there are few bridge can reach 60
meters navigate height. Which means the crane need be split to small parts in
order to go through the bridge or cable.
Hence, before the voyage it need investigate all the aspects which can cause
problem for voyage, then selected the best way to implement the whole
voyage; during the voyage, the weather report is very important need be
check three times in one day, especially when vessel is berth or in the
anchorage ground, the cargoes need be investigate every day to check the
condition of sea-fasten; after vessel is berth, the crew need be prepare for
accident and practice emergence plan, when the time necessary contract the
port tug for assistance.
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3.3. How to choose the project to implement heavy lift transportation
The global trend of economic integration makes the continuous development
of international trade. The world's shipping industry and the logistics industry
grow and develop quickly which provides a good opportunity for the
development of logistics in China. Po-Chien Lia(Po-Chien Lia, 2006) analyzed
in his article that in the port logistics development of the Logistics of the five
major ports at home and abroad, as well as the development trend of the
modern logistics industry, and proposed some strategies for China's port
logistics development.
Ding uses of a large number of detailed data describing the current situation
of the development of the port logistics in China and proposes five
development concepts. He believes that a port as the main carrier of import
and export logistics has played an important role in promoting the economic
development of China's foreign trade; furthermore port logistics and port
economic development is an interactive virtuous circle, and thus further
promote the development of China's economy. We must accelerate the
development of port logistics in order to promote the development of economy.
(John P Saldanha, 2006)
No matter in the field of large logistics or in the general area of logistics, sea
transport is the most economical means of transport. Amy Z. Zeng (Amy Z.
Zeng, 2003) thinks that sea transport has its own limitations, geographical
restrictions and limitations of natural conditions, the limit of the port
infrastructure and economic conditions. Sea transportation has the advantage
of fast delivery of shipment to arrival, easy unloading and adaptability of
different natural conditions.
At present, the transportation way of China's combined transport of goods are
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mostly water and land transport, public rail transport, public water iron
transport. With the continuous development of the machinery manufacturing
industry, the size of the equipment is bound to become increasingly large.
Therefore, the simple mode of transportation does not meet the transport
demands and requires several modes of transport to finish the joint
transportation task. The combined transport development of large logistics is
the trend of logistic in the future.
Lisa M. Ellram (Lisa M. Ellram, 1999) thinks that the container cargo becomes
the most advanced and important way of logistics with its proper rice, high and
efficient packaging. In modern logistics, container, as the most advanced tools,
accelerates the turnover of goods in a global scale, and also accelerates the
worldwide industrial restructuring. The interaction of the container and global
economic integration speed ups the efficiency of the logistics with scale and
promote international trade and the world economy. Containers logistics
promotes the flow of Chinese-made products in a global scale and make
China's export-oriented economics succeed; therefore accelerate the transfer
of industry to China and its gathering speed. Therefore, the container can be
seen as the driving force of China's high economic development. Future,
along with the trend of improving globalization and people's quality of life,
containerized will continue to further change the world. However, container is
not everything.
Considering the size and the weight of heavy lift cargoes, container cannot fit
the requirement of heavy lift cargoes, the heavy lift transportation way
provides the project logistics a new trend and stretched the logistics service
for both top and bottom require. Lump sum becomes the regular method to
deal with heavy lift transportation.
Container transportation is pursuing standardization; on the other hand, the
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heavy lift transportation is purse uniqueness. Every heavy lift transport have
an individual plan, this trait have made the heavy lift transport unique than
other standard transport. Special equipment for special required, that the key
word for heavy lift transport. In here, modify vessel is very common in this
market, sometime, the vessel is modify for only one project, and this single
project may be the whole commercial life’s for this vessel, however, if there is
the demand then it always have supply.
Leave the standardize work for container and dry bulk, the heavy lift will only
target the uncommon required, to satisfy every single plan. To solve those
project standardize cannot solved, to satisfy those project standardize cannot
fulfilled.
3.4 The design of transportation way of heavy lift transportation
Purpose-built Heavy Transport Vessels have existed for many years. Modern
vessels have greater capacity, and give better protection to sensitive cargoes.
Greater power, maneuverability and propulsion system redundancy are
contributors. Many cargoes are designed with the end use in mind. They are
often built, for commercial reasons, many thousands of miles from their
destination. Transportation is sometimes not fully considered in the initial
design. To maximize the potential of these vessels, a new approach was
needed to the transportation design criteria. Previous practice was to design
for the worst case scenario, to assume that the vessel would encounter the
extreme storm, and would be incapacitated in that storm. This is a prudent
approach for towages, which have insufficient speed to avoid or outrun a
storm. The ability of modern vessels to avoid severe weather, combined with
current meteorology and communications, significantly lowers the risk.
Conversely, reduced design criteria for structures and sea fastenings can be
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allowed. If combined with careful voyage planning and procedures, this offers
cost savings whilst still maintaining an acceptable level of risk. Some voyages
can be achieved which would not have been considered possible a few years
ago. The paper will describe the latest criteria, and will illustrate their use with
a case study of a significant transport.
The heavy lift transportation handles the Heavy lift and overweight transports
using special equipment, and complete logistics:
 Investigate the blind spot for the project;
 Make the voyage plan and decide the loading/unloading plan;
 Choosing the optimal equipment and carrier;
 Make the emergence plan for operation;
 Obtaining of all necessary authorizations / special permits;
 Survey by the third party or society inspector
Sea transports uses charter vessels, connection to other continents to handle
warehousing, transshipments, hiring of shore cranes, floating cranes and
burgess.
The procedure of the net work of heavy lift transportation is like below chart:
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Figure 2- The design of transportation way of lift transportation

3.5 Summary
From this chapter we can find the heavy lift is unique than any common
transportation, it is not like container and dry bulk to seek standardize and
optimize the freight rate, this theoretical model base right now is lead to cruel
competitions in container and dry bulk market, shipping company can only
goes to economic of scale to secure the profit, it is the reason why the vessel
is build bigger and bigger. Standardize is cause the operation become easier
hence the entrance barrier is low, everyone can operate container business
simple follow the code of practice. And the service become the similar, the
different can only in the loading/discharge port, lead time, ship schedule,
freight rate etc. There is not much space to make the improvement; of course
the Maersk group is the exception in here. After the 2007 crisis the liner ship
have under the depth reform and industry restructuring table 2 is explaining
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the changes in the liner ship. However, from the economics of scale play more
important role in this industry in my opinion, this market have trend to goes to
oligopoly within several liner group or alliance who survive the cruel
competition will become the giant in this market.

Table 2- The effect of the 2007 financial crisis on the Liner Shi pping Industry and the newly
adopted practices

Source: ICSC 2010 “The Global Financial Crisis”
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On the other hand, the heavy lift transportation have set the very strict barrier
to keep newcomer out of market, to enter into this market, the professional
human resource is very important in this market, and the expert in this market
is not share the same knowledge as the shipping expert. For example, for
operating tug and barge service the tug captain is very hot in the crew market,
some of tug captains have better salary compare to other commercial
captains. The reason for the tug captain get well paid is because the tug
captain can operate the container or dry bulk vessel very well, however the
container and dry bulk captain need longer time to adapt the tug operation,
because during the berth operation the container and dry bulk captain will
assistance by the port tug and normally during this period these captains get
nothing to do in berth, on the anther hand the tug and barge operation, most
time there are assistance tug will dispatch to assistance berth cause ocean
tug have help the barge berth by their own. Jiangsu Fanzhou have several
times experiences to hire a captain who have no tug operation experience
and results is always not delight for, these captains have not familiar with
berth operation, at the end, the vessel will collided the port and broken the
fender or collided own barge and make the accidence. That is crew is one
barrier.
The another barrier is the techniques, in Ro/Ro we have understand that there
are a lot of calculation need be down to keel the voyage safe, such as stability
calculation, structure calculation, water tight examination, sea fasten strength
calculation, ballast water calculation etc. all the calculation need be done by
the technicist hand, that is also the planning is essential of the project. The
planning cannot fraud by the people who have no relevant knowledge. In most
of time in project logistics, the freight rate is not as important as other market,
in heavy lift the customer used to choose the companies who will handle the
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better plans. Selling the plan to other companies is also the main income such
as Noble Denton or SMIT Company.
The third barrier is the carrier, the heavy lift carrier is usual build by individual
request and it normally cannot transform to service the container and bulk,
container and bulk carrier cannot transform to heavy lift carrier reversible.
Hence, enter in the heavy lift it requires to build a brand new vessel and this
vessel does not have commercial value beyond the heavy lift market. Many
investors have retreat for this reason.
The forth barrier is the market itself, the heavy lift market is not common
market, the heavy lift cargo is not common build and require in every days.
The development countries such as European have lesser work in heavy lift
compare with the developing counties like China. Because most project
logistics is related to infrastructure construction. In European, these kind
infrastructure invest is far less than current China, because most of the
infrastructure have already been establish, and area to invest infrastructure is
narrow. China on the anther hand, underway from rural population transfer to
urban population, this activity which general vast opportunity for infrastructure,
the same reasons that the real estate is developed so quickly if there are no
restrict. However the infrastructure construction is more relate to government
activity, and it will follow by the macro control of the government. In other
words that demand is uncertain. Demand is uncertain lead to supply is
uncertain. Supply is uncertain, the invest will in high risk, cause vessel is build
in one year period, after one year no one can predict the market trend.
The fifth barrier is the invisible hand; in my opinion the government macro
control have play important role in this market. In economic there is a rule that
if the economic is enter into recession, invest to infrastructure construction will
help the economic recovery. The practice application of the theory is come
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about in 1930’s great recession in American, and practice works perfectly to
help American recovery from the recession. In china, nowadays, we can find
the government is doing the same, when economics goes recession, and
market need capital injection to recovery, the government have start many big
project such as Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge I have motion before; the wind
installation project in coastal areas in Jiangsu; the Liuhua oil refine project in the
South China sea. Those activities have attracted most of engineering ship such as
as barge, tug, floating crane etc. and lead to the freight rate go stable under the
big recession in the shipping industry because the demand is bigger than the
supply. However, when the economic have reformed and current project finished,
I believe, the government store up the infrastructure project to plan the future.
Because of that, the heavy lift market demand is uncertain and highly depends on
the politics changes.

All in all, because the above barrier, the heavy lift market has been block
dozens of unqualified players and keep their freight rate in the reasonable
level. Hence, although the heavy lift market has ups and downs, but the height
of this curve will be much less than the container and bulk.

Chapter 4 Economic analysis on the choose of ship
build for Fanzhou shipping company at Chinese coast
transportation
After 2008, Fanzhou shipping have face some problems which will affect their
future direction, in this year, because of some State own giant company have
entered in this market, the numbers of self-propeller barge have been rapidly
increased in the market, and because of these companies are not simple SOE
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they are centrally-administered SOE which in China means this company are
well-capitalized. From the beginning of entering this market they have aim the
some target as Fanzhou targeted ―the extremely large size cargoes‖ and this
kind cargoes usual is belong to the Offshore companies. They have invested
large amount money to build or purchase the self-propeller barge for this
service. Because of this reason that Fanzhou’s market share has been affect
by those vessels. In order to change the situation, Fanzhou is planning to
build or purchase the same kind of vessel to optimalize the fleet team.
However, some manager is arguing that this kind of vessel is not very freight
rate comparative in coast transportation around China plus the building cost is
too high and invest return is too longer than tug and barge operation.
Furthermore, the market is already having this kind of vessel, it will be not
necessary to build the some kind of vessel.
Here I would like use AHP model to analysis of the existing ship type of
Fanzhou which is Tug + barge and compare with the same size of
self-propeller barge which Fanzhou want to invest. This practice is base on
the daily freight rate which assuming it will be chartered by CNOOC.
4.1 Economic analysis for invest Self -propeller Barge
4.1.1 Ship main particular:
Dimension: LOA 142.8M*width 32.25M*depth 8M, loading capacity 15t/㎡
Main engines: 6000HP (heavy oil consume) ballast capacity: 3600m3/h
4.1.2 Main bases of project economic analysis
Acquisition cost: RMB ￥106.28 million
Acquisition time: 2012.03.31
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Capital recovery time: 5~6 year (return the bank loan in 5 years)
Ship operation day in one year: 300 days
Depreciation cost: 10 years
Tax and addition expense: 4%
Income tax: 25%
Funds use the interest rate: 7.5 % benchmark interest rate rise,
comprehensive measure by 8.5%
4.1.3 Project revenues:
Freight rate: RMB ￥100~120 thousand Yuan/day, we assume RMB ￥110
thousand Yuan/day
Estimates year operating income: assume the ship is operation 10months in
one year, the operating income for one year is: RMB￥110 thousand/day *
30days * 10months = RMB￥33 Million
4.1.4 Annual cost of capital:
Cost of depreciation: 106280*9.5%= RMB￥10.1Million (5% residual value)
Bank loan: 8.5% annual interest rate, show in cash flow table.
4.1.5 Project annual fixed cost
Crew salary: RMB￥3.6 Million (base on the 23 crews)
Maintenance: RMB￥1.2 Million
Insurance fee: RMB￥600 Thousand( measurement at 0.6% of total price)
Administration fee: RMB￥1.2 Million
Annual fixed cost sum: RMB￥6.6 Million
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4.1.6 Operating cost:
Bunker cost: at charter behalf
Port charge: RMB￥600 Thousand (include: agent, pilot, assistance tug, berth,
marine administration fee)
Business tariff and annex: RMB￥1.3 Million
Annual operating sum: RMB￥1.9 Million
4.1.7 Economic analysis for self-propeller barge as follows

Table 3- Annual Cash Flow Table (Self-propeller barge)
Source: Ji angsu Fanzhou shipping

Under the cash flow before that the captain returns will competition in 5 years,
it is seems excellent, however in the data looks great is because certain
reasons: 1. In the table the vessel is get operation in 300 days, it is a little hard
to achievement but it is not impossible. 2. Because the price of this kind of
vessel in this year has shrunk significant, before 2008, the same type of
vessel is worth RMB 150 millions, and right now is only 70% of 2008’s value. 3.
The freight rate in here is the CNOOC’s freight rate, because CNOOC’s
freight rate is always pay better than the normal market, however, to get the
vessel hired by CNOOC is very difficult. The below practice is assume
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operating in same situation, the reason for choose following particular vessel
is because it can carrier some cargoes likes this self-propeller. In the real
market it is this two types of vessel is always treat as rivals in the same
project.

4.2 Economic analysis for invest Tug and barge
4.2.1 Ship main particular:
Dimension:
Tug: 4000Horse power LOA 62M*width12.6M*depth 4.8M
Barge: LOA 110M*width 32M*depth 7.5M, loading capacity 12t/㎡ ballast
capacity: 5000m3/h
4.2.2 Main bases of project economic analysis
Acquisition cost: Tug RMB ￥40 million, Barge ￥30 million
Capital recovery time: 5~6 year (return the bank loan in 5 years)
Ship operation day in one year: 300 days
Depreciation cost: 10 years
Tax and addition expense: 4%
Income tax: 25%
Funds use the interest rate: 7.5 % benchmark interest rate rise,
comprehensive measure by 8.5%
4.2.3 Project revenues:
Freight rate: Tug freight rate RMB￥40 thousand Yuan/day,
Barge freight rate: RMB￥30 thousand Yuan/day,
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Estimates year operating income: assume the ship is operation 10months in
one year, the operating income for one year is: RMB￥70 thousand/day *
30days * 10months = RMB￥21 Million
4.2.4 Annual cost of capital:
Cost of depreciation: 70*9.5%= RMB￥6.65Million (5% residual value)
Bank loan: 8.5% annual interest rate, show in cash flow table.
4.2.5 Project annual fixed cost
Crew salary: RMB￥2.4 Million (base on the 14~16 crews)
Maintenance: RMB￥0.8 Million
Insurance fee: RMB￥0.42 Million ( measurement at 0.6% of total price)
Administration fee: RMB￥1.2 Million
Annual fixed cost sum: RMB￥4.82 Million
4.2.6 Operating cost:
Bunker cost: at charter behalf
Port charge: RMB￥600 Thousand (include: agent, pilot, assistance tug, berth,
marine administration fee)(the DWT is in same as the self-propeller barge)
Business tariff and annex: RMB￥0.86Million
Annual operating sum: RMB￥1.25 Million
4.2.7 Economic analysis
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Table 4- Annual Cash Flow Table (Tug+barge)
Source: Ji angsu Fanzhou shipping

4.3 The AHP analysis for both types of ship
From the above tables we can determine that although the self-propeller
barge seems to need more investment capacity, however the investment
return seems better than the tug and barge operation. However in the heavy
lift market the investment return is not the only criterion to measurement the
performance of vessel, the safety, speed, and applicability are also very
important criterions. The most important in heavy lift is usual not the
investment return, the safety matter is the most important criterion in the
measurement, because first the heavy lift cargo are very expensive and
unique, if the accident the owner usually not only face to the cargoes lost
claim, the cargoes owner also will claim the losses for delay delivery. And the
trait of heavy lift cargoes is the irreplacebility which means if the cargo is badly
damaged or lost, the consignee need wait for another production cycle to wait
the cargoes to be produced again, it will put the whole project to the end in
some extreme example. Hence, the safety is the first priority for every heavy
lift company, because the one bigger loss can put the whole company to the
end. The self-propeller barge is doing well than the tug and barge, no matter
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in the wind resistance or the controllability, the self-propeller is always the
winner when compare to the tug and barge operation.
The second criterion is the invest return, because the higher profitability is
main reason for the investor to bear this kind of risk. In this criterion, in my
opinion, they are equalize, because although the self-propeller barge have
better returns but the initial investment self propeller barge is much bigger
than the tug and barge, it will cost o nly 70% of invest the investor can get the
some kind of vessel which operating exactly the same works. Hence in this
criterion they are the same.
The third criterion is the speed, normal base on the Noble Denton towage
code that the towing fleet team speed cannot over 6 KN for safety regards.
Which means the tug and barge turnover rate is extremely slow plus the
loading/unloading period is always much longer than the normal operation,
and the shelter period from the wind is also often than self-propeller barge,
and final consideration that the self-propeller barge speed is also only 10~12
KN, we will give the self-propeller barge advantage in this section.
The final criterion is the applicability capacity, because in heavy lift operation,
the unloading port or berth have great chance in building phase or prepare to
building phase, which give the problem such as draft, wharf depth and the
turning operation required by the barge etc. In most of time, the flat barge is
less draft, bigger ballast capacity and depth suitable for the RO/RO operation
because the follow reason 1. The flat barge is no engine rooms which make
every cabin are suitable for ballast water which gives both flexible and
quantity. 2. The hull bottom of flat barge are flat type, on the another hand the
self-propeller barge is the sharp type, which gives flat barge less draft and can
sitting on the sea bed. Hence in applicability capacity, the flat barge with tug is
taking the advantage.
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Base on above reasons I have made the AHP models as follow:

Table 5- AHP model to compare s elf-propeller barge and tug+barge method

4.4 Summary
From the above the analysis it is clear that in current market the self-propeller
barge is better option to be selected.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Outlook
With accelerated pace of China's basic industries (particularly electricity,
chemical industry) and relevant national policy guidance, large logistics
enterprises have seized the opportunity to expand its scale. At present, large
logistics enterprises in China such CCCC and Sinotrans has begun to spin
supply chain from the both sides. Especially after China's accession to the
WTO, the domestic large logistics industry has accelerated the pace of the
merger with the international market and established a strategic cooperative
relationship with foreign famous enterprises. The introduction of well-known
international companies, not only brought us a new device and, more
importantly brought us new technology, new ideas and new management
system. To fight with the world financial crisis, many countries have newly
proposed ten industrial revitalization plan and logistics as new industries are
also included in the list of the revitalization plan. Huge market demand is
coupled with the support of national policies to logistics segments which
promote the large logistics booming.
Heavy lift transportation market becomes more competitive which also
requires high standards of large, heavy items, non-standard parts (geometric
center or center of gravity offset). The future of large logistics will be shown
characteristics as following:
a. the combination of a variety activity of transportation mode：
 Design operation to find the better solution and optimize equipment to
service project;
 Lifting operating for loading or unloading cargoes in the most suitable and
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safety method;
 The transport of large cargo of ships at sea gradually developed and more
subdivision.
The combination of design, loading, transport aspect has constituted to whole
transportation and it is a must due to the need of optimization of the transport
program.

b. Concerning the developing trends of world’s technology, the industrial
equipment develops with large size and heavy lift needs the optimization of
logistics. Therefore, the heavy lift and large size are the main features of
logistics in the future. Overall, China's heavy lift transportation faces more
opportunities than challenges. Therefore, it is necessary to break the territorial
limit and broaden vision to actively develop the national market, at the same
time further expand the international logistics market.

Jiangsu Fanzhou Shipping Co, Ltd. as the leader player in this market have
face the great challenges than ever, cause the financial crisis and the high
profit in this market have attract many attention from the giant SOE’s. How to
survive at this difficult time? How to keep the leader position in this market?
How to transition the company to more competitiveness way? These
questions become the burden on every ―Fanzhouer‖. In this article, we have
point out this market is high profit with the high risk, to develop self-propeller
barge is one way to reduce the risk and increase the profit, we may clear
direction of the development in future, but still the coming age is some way in
the future, the future road are both long and tough.
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Appendix
AppendixⅠ-The changes in freight rate from 2010 to 2012
Time Charter (No.47 weeks of 2010)
Bulk carrier
Ship type

DWT

Freight rate in
this week
（USD/day）

Freight rate
in last week
(USD/day）

The lowest
The highest
Freight rate in
Freight rate in
2010 (USD/day） 2010 (USD/day）

Duration

Capesize

170,000dwt

30,000

31,000

24,000

39,000

1year

Capesize

150,000dwt

27,000

28,000

22,000

34,000

1year

Panamax

75,000dwt

21,800

21,500

21,000

28,000

1year

Handymax

53,000dwt

18,250

18,000

15,000

28,000

1year

The highest

Duration

Time Charter (No.50 weeks of 2011)
Bulk carrier
Ship type

DWT

Freight rate in

Freight rate

this week
（USD/day）

in last week
(USD/day）

The lowest

Freight rate in
Freight rate in
2011 (USD/day） 2011 (USD/day）

Capesize

170,000dwt

17,500

17,300

10,750

21,000

1year

Capesize

150,000dwt

15,500

15,300

9,500

18,500

1year

Panamax

75,000dwt

12,250

12,000

12,000

17,500

1year

Handymax

53,000dwt

12,200

12,500

11,000

17,000

1year

Time Charter (No.21 weeks of 2012)
Bulk carrier
Ship type

DWT

Freight rate in
this week
（USD/day）

Freight rate
in last week
(USD/day）

Capesize

170,000dwt

12,000

12,000

11,000

17,000

1year

Capesize

150,000dwt

9,500

9,500

9,400

15,000

1year

Panamax

75,000dwt

10,200

10,250

10,000

12,000

1year

Handymax

53,000dwt

10,750

11,500

10,000

12,250

1year

Source:

www.forocean.net

The lowest
The highest
Freight rate in
Freight rate in
2012 (USD/day） 2012 (USD/day）

Duration

Forocean Shiptrading Co.,Ltd. Shipping market weekly report(No.47

week of 2010, No. week of 2011, No. 21 week of 2012)
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Freight rate compare No.47 week of 2010 and No.50 weeks of 2011
Bulk carrier
Ship type

DWT

Freight rate

Freight rate

The lowest

The

in this week

in last week

Freight rate

highest
Freight
rate

Capesize

170,000dwt

-41.67%

-44.19%

-55.21%

-46.15%

Capesize

150,000dwt

-42.59%

-45.36%

-56.82%

-45.59%

Panamax

75,000dwt

-43.81%

-44.19%

-42.86%

-37.50%

Handymax

53,000dwt

-33.15%

-30.56%

-26.67%

-39.29%

Freight rate compare No.50 week of 2011 and No.21 week of 2012
Bulk carrier
Ship type

DWT

Freight rate

Freight rate

The lowest

The

in this week

in last week

Freight rate

highest
Freight
rate

Capesize

170,000dwt

-31.43%

-30.64%

2.33%

-19.05%

Capesize

150,000dwt

-38.71%

-37.91%

-1.05%

-18.92%

Panamax

75,000dwt

-16.73%

-14.58%

-16.67%

-31.43%

Handymax

53,000dwt

-11.89%

-8.00%

-9.09%

-27.94%

Source: calculation base on above data
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AppendixⅡ-The changes in freight rate from 2010 to 2012
Bunker price(No.47 weeks of 2010)
Port

Bunker type

Singapore

This week

Last week

The lowest price in

The highest price in

2010

2010

IFO 180

USD487.00

USD490.00

USD428.00

USD 510.00

IFO 380

USD474.00

USD477.00

USD 413.00

USD 505.00

Light diesel

USD710.00

USD730.00

USD 605.00

USD 740.00

IFO 180

USD475.00

USD475.00

USD417.00

USD 507.00

IFO 380

USD456.00

USD456.00

USD 398.00

USD 485.00

Diesel

USD711.00

USD723.00

USD 575.00

USD 758.00

Rotterdam

Bunker price Time Charter (No.50 weeks of 2011)
Port

Bunker type

Singapore

This week

Last week

The lowest price in

The highest price in

2010

2010

IFO 180

USD679.00

USD697.00

USD520.00

USD 728.00

IFO 380

USD662.00

USD680.00

USD 510.00

USD 715.00

Light diesel

USD942.00

USD952.00

USD 782.00

USD 1035.00

IFO 180

USD640.00

USD650.00

USD515.00

USD 694.00

IFO 380

USD618.00

USD631.00

USD 495.00

USD666.00

Diesel

USD930.00

USD965.00

USD 770.00

USD 1031.00

Rotterdam

Bunker price(No.21 weeks of 2012)
Port

Bunker type

This week

Last week

The lowest price in
2010

The highest price in
2010

Singapore

IFO 180

USD665.00

USD680.00

USD665.00

USD 752.00

IFO 380

USD650.00

USD665.00

USD 650.00

USD 740.00

Light diesel

USD911.00

USD935.00

USD 911.00

USD 1028.00

IFO 180

USD645.00

USD655.00

USD645.00

USD 743.00

IFO 380

USD620.00

USD635.00

USD 620.00

USD 720.00

Diesel

USD910.00

USD930.00

USD 910.00

USD 1027.00

Rotterdam

Source:

www.forocean.net

Forocean Shiptrading Co.,Ltd. Shipping market weekly report(No.47

week of 2010, No. week of 2011, No. 21 week of 2012)

Bunker price changes between No.47 week of 2010 and No.50 week of 2011
Port

Bunker
type

This week

Last week

The lowest

The highest

price

price
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Singapore

IFO 180

39.43%

42.24%

21.50%

42.75%

IFO 380

39.66%

42.56%

23.49%

41.58%

Light

32.68%

30.41%

29.26%

39.86%

IFO 180

34.74%

36.84%

23.50%

36.88%

IFO 380

35.53%

38.38%

24.37%

37.32%

Diesel

30.80%

33.47%

33.91%

36.02%

diesel
Rotterdam

Bunker price changes between No.50 week of 2011 and No.21 week of 2012
Port

Bunker

This week

Last week

type
Singapore

The lowest

The highest

price

price

IFO 180

-2.06%

-2.44%

27.88%

3.30%

IFO 380

-1.81%

-2.21%

27.45%

3.50%

Light

-3.29%

-1.79%

16.50%

-0.68%

IFO 180

0.78%

0.77%

25.24%

7.06%

IFO 380

0.32%

0.63%

25.25%

8.11%

Diesel

-2.15%

-3.63%

18.18%

-0.39%

diesel
Rotterdam

Source: calculation base on above data

AppendixⅢ- Profitability of CCCC and Sinotrans
Profitability of CCCC
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Source: Huatai securities Cop.
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Profitability of Sinotrans

Source: Huatai securities Cop.
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AppendixⅣ-Profitability of COSCO Group
China COSCO( core business: Container and break bulk)
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COSCO shipping Company (core businesses heavy lift transport and project
logistics)
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